Six voluntaries . Orgue
Charles Wesley (1757-1834)

Date: 1812
Note: Date de composition : 1812
Variant of the title: 6 voluntaries. No 3. Orgue
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Editions of this work

partitions

partitions (1)
→ The Wesleys II
  Charles, Samuel, Samuel Sebastian
  Material description: 16 p. : 23 x 31 cm
  Note: Réunit : "Prelude and fugue in G minor / Charles Wesley" ; "Introductory movement in E major ; Prelude and fugue in C minor / Samuel Wesley" ; "Andante in E flat major / Samuel Sebastian Wesley".
  Préface
  Éditeur scientifique: Peter Williams (musicologue)
  Link: catalogue
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Authors related to Six voluntaries. No 3. Orgue
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Six voluntaries. No 3. Orgue in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb14845997t

Sources

Grove 7
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